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   INSTRUCTIONS :
• MOCK SNAP-1 contains 150 questions. Answer to all the questions is essential.
• Every question has four alternatives, of which only one is correct.
• Blank space has been provided for rough-work at the bottom of each page.
• Negative marking : 25 percent of the maximum marks of the question.

SECTION - I : GENERAL AWARENESS
1. Which of the following is a Navratna PSU ?

(a) ET & T (b) CMC
(c) ONGC (d) MMTC

2. ‘Peter England’ is the brand name of
(a) Shirts (b) Cigarettes
(c) Shoes (d) Carpets

3. ‘Leading the way’ is an ad jingle of
(a) Motorola (b) Hero Honda
(c) Toyota (d) Indica V2

4. Which soft drinks group launched Mountain Dew in the
Indian market?
(a) Pepsi (b) Coca Cola
(c) Parle (d) Dukes

5. Which brand/company uses the ad line “We know India
better” ?
(a) Max New York Life Insurance
(b) LIC of India
(c) Amul
(d) Bajaj

6. Ad line ‘We understand your world’ is associated with
(a) State Bank of India
(b) HDFC Bank
(c) ABN Amro
(d) UTI Bank

7. Which of the following is not a vehicle from General Motors?
(a) Vectra (b) Optra
(c) Elantra (d) Tavera

8. Wockhardt Ltd. is a company dealing with
(a) Textiles
(b) Steel
(c) Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology
(d) Automobiles and Electronics

9. ‘Data One’ broadband services have been launched by
which organization?
(a) BSNL (b) MTNL
(c) Tata Walky (d) Reliance India Mobile

10. ‘Gladiator’ is a bike model from
(a) Bajaj (b) Yamaha
(c) Honda (d) TVS

11. Which one of the following is not a direct tax?
(a) Wealth Tax (b) Professional Tax
(c) Income Tax (d) Sales Tax

12. Which of the following is not in the infrastructure sector?
(a) Power generation (b) National highways
(c) Food production (d) Railways

13. TRAI refers to:
(a) Transport Regulatory Authority of India
(b) Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
(c) Transport Registration Authority of India
(d) Transport Regulatory Association of India

14. What does CDMA stand for?
(a) Code Division Multiple Access
(b) Code Division Mobile Access
(c) Code Division Multiple Application
(d) Code Division Mobile Application

15. National income of India is complied by
(a) Finance Commission
(b) Indian Statistical Institute
(c) National Development Council
(d) Central Statistical Organisation

16. Jaspal Rana is associated with
(a) Cricket (b) Wrestling
(c) Swimming (d) Shooting

17 Merdeka Cup is associated with
(a) Hockey (b) Football
(c) Basketball (d) Badminton
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18. The Green House Effect is caused by an excess of
(a) Carbon dioxide
(b) Carbon mono oxide
(c) Carbon tetrachloride
(d) None of the above

19. Which of the following is not a search engine?
(a) Yahoo! (b) Lycos
(c) Dogpile (d) Altavista

20. Which of the following does not come  as  a  product  of
vehicular pollution?
(a) Sulphur dioxide (b) Nitrogen oxide
(c) Carbon monoxide (d) Hydrogen peroxide

21. Alfred Nobel is associated with the invention of
(a) cosmic rays (b) dynamite
(c) dynamo (d) penicillin

22. The second largest continent in the world (in terms of area)
is
(a) Asia (b) South America
(c) North America (d) Africa

23. Which one of the following is not a  basic  feature  of  the
Indian Constitution?
(a) Presidential government
(b) Federal government
(c) Parliamentary government
(d) Independence of the judiciary

24. Which of the following is not included in Article 19 of the
Constitution?
(a) Freedom of speech and expression
(b) Freedom of entertainment, amusement and fun
(c) Freedom of assembly, association and unions
(d) Freedom of movement, residence, settlement,

profession and trade
25. The official language as per the Constitution is

(a) Sanskrit (b) Hindi
(c) English (d) None of these

26. How many members of the Rajya Sabha retire every two
years?
(a) Half (b) One-third
(c) One-fourth (d) One-fifth

27. The Quit India Resolution was passed on
(a) Aug. 7, 1942 (b) Aug. 8, 1942
(c) Oct. 8, 1942 (d) Oct. 7, 1942

28. The Indian National Army (I.N.A.) came into existence in
1943 in
(a) Japan (b) Burma
(c) Singapore (d) Malaya

29. The name of the english newspaper which was edited by
B.G. Tilak was
(a) Mahratta (b) The Bombay Chronicle
(c) Young India (d) Kesari

30. General Dyer was killed in London on March 13, 1940 by an
Indian revolutionary namely
(a) Bhagat Singh (b) Udham Singh
(c) Rajguru (d) Sukhdev

31. Who was the first Indian Governor General of India?
(a) C. Rajagopalachari (b) Rajendra Prasad
(c) Radha Krishnan (d) None of these

32. In childhood Jahangir was called by the name
(a) Farid (b) Khurram
(c) Khusrau (d) Salim

33. Which industrial group now owns the world famous Corus
Steel?
(a) Ambani (b) Birla
(c) Tata (d) Goyenka

34. The new President of FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers
of  Commerce and Industry) is
(a) K.C. Raina
(b) V.P. Shetty
(c) Rajiv Chandrashekher
(d) Som Mittal

35. In Rail Budget 2008-09 concession for senior citizen women
has been hiked from existing 30 per cent to
(a) 40 per cent (b) 50 per cent
(c) 60 per cent (d) No alteration

36. Who received the Laureus World Sportsman of the Year
Award for 2008?
(a) Rafael Nadal (b) Roger Federer
(c) Mahesh Bhupati (d) None of these

37. The Best Movie Award out of 53rd Film Fare Awards went
to
(a) Chak-de India (b) Taare Zameen Par
(c) Jab We Met (d) Life In A Metro

38. Tata Steel recently acquired the Corus, a steel giant situated
in
(a) South Africa (b) Ukraine
(c) Australia (d) Britain

39. ‘Singur’ which was in news is a place in
(a) Orissa (b) West Bengal
(c) Jharkhand (d) Bihar

40. India won its first tri series against Australia in
(a) Brisbane (b) Melbourne
(c) Sydney (d) Perth

SECTION - II : GENERAL ENGLISH

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 41-43) : Read the following passage and answer
the next three questions.

The public sector is at the cross roads ever since the launch
of economic reforms programme in India. The pendulum has been
swinging between survival and surrender. It is the result of a
confluence of several factors: a shift in global economic
environment, the emergence of the market economy and myths
surrounding the performance of the public sector. So virulent has
been the onslaught that it is becoming axiomatic that by the very
concept, the public sector is inefficient and resource waster
whereas private enterprise is resource efficient.

The reform programme in India commenced with the policy
of restricting the public sector supported by greater public
participation. With the passage of time, the process of liberalization
has shifted to privatization in a disguised form couched as
strategic role. In the wake of the recent hot pursuit of the wholesale
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privatization programme a lively and poignant debate has emerged.
It provides a golden opportunity to introspect and revisit the
issue.

At the very outset, it must be made clear that in the worldwide
liberalized economic environment and very high stake of the state
in most public sector undertakings disinvestment policy seeks to
differentiate closed or bankrupt enterprises from the private sector,
a fact deliberately overlooked by the champions of privatization.
These undertakings need immediate attention. They are an
unnecessary drain on the public exchequer. A high priority area
for the disinvestment programme ought to be these enterprises
but under one or the other argument these remain unattended,
may be it involves a tough task. If these cannot be sold lock,
stock and barrel asset stripping is the only option. Obviously the
government cannot realise good price from these assets but their
disposal will help to stop the drain. If the assets are depreciated or
become obsolete, then there is no point in holding on to them
indefinitely and take to softer option of selling the vibrant and
highly profit-making organisations to reduce the budgetary deficit.
Non performers exist both in public and private sectors. Why
condemn the public sector as a whole? Better option will be closure
or privatization of loss-making and nonviable units, supporting
PSU's which could be turned around and made to become healthy
and viable and providing autonomy to the boards of PSU's which
are performing well and have potential to be globally competitive
be welcomed. With public participation in the PSU's there will be
a good dose of accountability in the system. What needs to be
reviewed are some basic issues: the priorities allocated to the
enterprises selected for disinvestment, a .comprehensive road map
delineating the route, the modes and modalities, timing and its
consequences. These basic issues require greater discussion and
participative decision-making. In any event, the disinvestment
programme in respect of the closed and non-revivable units is a
must if the drain of further resources is to be prevented.

Let it be understood that PSU's are a big repository of value
and it will take quite some time for privatization programme to
materialise despite the desire to expedite the process. Until then if
a vacuum emerges attended by uncertainty, it will do a great harm
to the investments which were made with such great dedication
although desired now.

The government has withdrawn a budgetary support over
the last decade. If some support is extended, it is largely directed
to closed or losing enterprise which have no fortune.
41. The basic issue(s) requiring greater discussion and

participative decision making regarding the dis-investment
programme is/are :
(a) the priorities allocated to the enterprises selected for

disinvestment
(b) a comprehensive road-map delineating the route
(c) the modes and modalities, timings and its consequence
(d) all of these

42. "The public sector is inefficient and resources waster
whereas private enterprise is resource-efficient". This
opinion is due to :

(a) a shift in global economic environment
(b) the emergence of market economy
(c) the myths surrounding the performance of the public

sector
(d) all of these

43. The reform programme in India, started with the policy of
restructuring of PSUs, has got shifted to :
(a) liberalisation (b) privatization
(c) globalisation (d) none of these

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 44-45) : For the word given in CAPITALS at
the top of each table, match the dictionary definitions on the left
(A, B, C, D) with their corresponding usage on the right
(E, F, G, H). Out of the four possibilities given below the table,
select the one that has all the definitions and their usage correctly
matched:
44. GROUND :

Meaning Usage
A. A basis for belief, action or 

argument 
E. He was at a loss to explain on 

what grounds he had decided to 
take up the case.

B. Foundation F. He received a thorough
grounding in the theoretical
aspect before he was allowed to
move on. 

C. To provide a reason or 
justification for

G. He realised he was on a shaky
ground when the principal
questioned him.

D. To instruct in fundamental 
principles

H. The book has provided the
philosophical ground for most
of the Nazi Policies.

(a) A : F, B : G, C : H, D : E
(b) A : H, B : G, C : E, D : F
(c) A : G, B : H, C : E, D : F
(d) A : E, B : F, C : G, D : H

45. MIX :
Meaning Usage

A. To combine into one mass E. She was unable to mix with the
crowd as she was too self
conscious. 

B. Associate F. The mix looked rather
unappetising to the customer.

C. Confuse G. He was mixing the herbs in
accordance with the directions
given in the book.

D. A product of mixing H. He was rather mixed up about
whether he should go to college
or not 

(a) A : G, B : H, C : E, D : F
(b) A : G, B : E, C : H, D : F
(c) A : F, B : E, C : H, D : G
(d) A : F, B : E, C : G, D : H

DIRECTION (Q. 46): In the following question, a sentence has
been given in Active (or Passive) Voice. Out of the four alternatives
suggested select the one which best express the same sentence
in Passive (or Active) voice.
46. Mona was writing a letter to her father by Mona.

(a) A letter was written to her father by Mona.
(b) A letter has been written to her father by Mona.
(c) A letter was being written by Mona to her father.
(d) A letter was written by Mona to her father.
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DIRECTION  (Qs. 47-49): In each of these questions, a sentence
has one or two blanks, each blank indicating the something has
been omitted. Beneath the sentence are given four words or a set
of word. Choose the word or the set of words for each blank that
best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.
47. The cost of this operation has .............. our small store of

money.
(a) destroyed (b) damaged
(c) depleted (d) affected

48. He had taken the shocking news quietly,  neither “..............
fate nor uttering any word of bitterness.
(a) submitting to (b) railing against
(c) conspiring with (d) dissenting from

49. Criticism that tears down without suggesting areas of
improvement is not .............. and should be avoided if
possible.
(a) constructive (b) mandatory
(c) pertinent (d) sagacious

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 50-53) : Read the following passage and answer
the next four questions.

Every  survey  ever  held  has  shown  that  the  image  of  an
attractive woman is the most effective advertising gimmick. She
may sit astride the mudguard of a new car, or step into it ablaze
with jewels, she may lie at the man's feet stroking his new socks,
she may hold the petrol pump in a Challenging pass, or dance
through woodland glades in slow motion in all the glory of new
shampoo. Whatever she does her image sells. The gynolatry of
our civilisation is written large upon her face, upon hoardings,
cinema screens, television, newspapers, magazines, tins, packets,
cartons, bottles, all consecrated to the reigning deity, the female
fetish. (Her dominion must not be thought to entail the rule of
women, for she is not a women. Her glossy lips and matt complexion,
her unfocussed eyes and flawless fingers, her extraordinary hair
all floating and shining, curling and gleaming, reveal the inhuman
triumph of cosmetics, lighting, focussing and printing). She sleeps
unruffled, her lips red and juicy and closed, her eyes as crisp and
black as if newly painted, and her false lashes immaculately curled.
Even when she washes her face with a new and creamier toilet
soap, her expression is as tranquil and vacant and her paint as
flawless as ever. If ever she should appear tousled and troubled,
her features are miraculously smoothed to their proper veneer by
a new washing powder on a bouillon cube. For she is a doll:
weeping, pouting or sinking, running or reclaiming, she is a doll.
50. What point is the writer trying to make when he says "She

may lie at a man's feet stroking his new socks" ?
(a) Women like being subservient
(b) Women are observed with clothes
(c) This is typical posture of women in advertising
(d) Women enjoy this kind of intimacy

51. The 'gynolatry' of one civilisation would suggest all the ,
following except that:
(a) women enjoy immense power in modem society
(b) the image of women boost sales as few other things

can
(c) women worship is all pervasive in advertising
(d) glamorous and attractive women rare the forte of modem

advertising

52. By saying that women depicted in an advertisement is "not
a women" the author implies that:
(a) in real life women are less attractive
(b) the depiction of women in advertisement is grossly

artificial and unreal
(c) in real life women are more dominant
(d) in advertisement, a women is a mere commercial symbol

53. The author's primary purpose in this passage is :
(a) to ridicule women
(b) to show the dominance of women in advertising
(c) to portray the obsession of women with trivial thing
(d) to depict the emancipation of women

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 54 to 56) : From the alternative provided,
choose the one that best fills the blank:
54. If I were you, I ............... be careful with my words.

(a) will (b) would
(c) shall (d) should

55. Of the two assistants we employed last month, I find Raman
.............. hard working.
(a) most (b) more
(c) least (d) only

56. She is so fastidious that  ...............  of the three houses was
liked by her.
(a) neither (b) either
(c) none (d) no one

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 57 & 58) : In each of these questions a
disarranged sentence is given in which words or phrases are
lettered P, Q, R and S. You are to arrange these to form a
meaningful sentence.
57. P : an image of a person in meditative pose

Q : surrounded by animal, wild and tame
R : we have in the relics of Mohenjodaro
S : with eyes closed and indrawn
(a) R P S Q (b) P Q S R
(c) R Q P S (d) Q P R S

58. P: by her indulgent parents
Q : the child was so spoiled
R : when she did not receive all of their attention
S : that she pouted and became sullen
(a) R Q P S (b) Q R P S
(c) Q P S R (d) Q S P R

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 59-61) : Read the following passage and answer
the next three questions.

The term Job Enrichment designates techniques used by
the company managers to maximise in individual workers, the
internal motivation to work, which is the true source of the job
satisfaction. The job enrichment concept is based on the premise
that people are not motivated by what is externally done to them
by management with rewards, privileges or punishment, nor by
the environment or context in which they perform their work.
People develop lasting motivation only through their experience
with the content of their jobs-the work itself.

Such factors as pay, fringe benefits, the work environment,
working conditions, and the quality of supervision cannot be
ignored or given only token attention. Dissatisfaction with these
factors can have a severely debilitating effect on a workforce. But
generating motivation in workers requires doing something with
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what, they do in their work. Managers in recent years have been
witnessing high velocity change and turmoil in the patterns of
employee behaviour, and are forced to cope with a host of problems
including high turnover or quit rates, absenteeism, tardiness,
union grievances and work stoppages, high training costs, poor
production quality, and low rates of production. Job enrichment
was designed to eliminate such problems thereby benefiting both
the employee and the employer. In attempting to enrich an
employee's job, management often merely succeeds in reducing
the man's personal contribution, rather than giving him an
opportunity for growth in his existing job. For example: Washing
dishes for a while, then washing silverware. "The arithmetic is
substituting one zero for another zero. If the job is already zero in
motivation, multiplying zero by anything still equals zero". N.
Ford has aptly described the job enrichment process as 'the art of
reshaping jobs'. Quantitative measures of production rates, quality
and job attitude have been carefully made in many applications.
Improvements have amply demonstrated the validity of changing
job content to effect increased motivation. The chasm between
conceptual generalities and job changes can be bridged through
the process of brainstorming in a group, or so-called 'green
lighting'. When the green light condition is announced, the group
begins tossing out ideas for getting motivators into each job as
fast as possible, Everyone is warned that no 'red lights' or negative
comments are permitted. A job enrichment specialist or project
director should assist in accomplishing changes, which require
higher approval.
59. The quote 'the arithmetic is substituting one zero for another

zero' implies which of the following?
(a) The rotation of jobs on the basis of pay
(b) Provision of rewarding the person as per his skill
(c) Rotating the assignments of a number of jobs, that

really should be enriched
(d) The  rotation  of  jobs  between  the  workers  and  the

managers
60. According to the passage, the workers can best be

motivated by
(a) giving economic incentives
(b) forgiving the workers for absenteeism and tardiness
(c) allowing them to fix their work schedule
(d) making the work experience meaningful for the people

61. The author argues for 'green lighting'. That can be inferred
to :
(a) favour free thinking and presentation of ideas
(b) discourage free thinking as it tends to dissatisfaction r
(c) mean that working environments must be complied with

the choice of colour
(d) allow provision of sufficient time to change the way of

working to the workers
DIRECTION (Q. 62) : This question has a set of six sentences
marked A to F. Identify the arrangement of these sentences which
make a logical sequence. A is the first sentence and F is the last
sentence.
62. A. Valmik Thapar traces the cult of the tiger and provides

a cache of interesting stories and beliefs connected
with this magnificent animal.

B. In all the countries where it is found, the respect in
which it is held owes in large measure to the fear it
arouses.

C. “In religion, ritual and art, the tiger holds a place of
unmatched eminence because of the sacred status it
enjoys”.

D. The tiger’s immense power and strength give it an aura
unmatched in the animal world.

E. The mixture of adoration and fear has led to a wealth of
legends and myths.

F. He traces man’s relationship with the tiger in a journey
from the Siberian forests of Eurasia to the forests of
Indonesia.

(a) ABDECF (b) ADBECF
(c) ABCDEF (d) ABEDCF

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 63 & 64) : In each of these questions, in the
given sentences, a part of the sentence is underlined. Beneath
each sentence, four different ways of phrasing the underlined
part are indicated. Choose the best alternative.
63. In Southern Bengal, many banyan trees are planted at the

end of a village or at the end of a village or at the border of
a district, for providing excellent shade at summers, and
shelter during winter from the bitter winds.
(a) to provide excellent shade in summer and, in winter,

shelter from the bitter winds
(b) providing excellent shades of summer, and shelters of

bitter winter winds
(c) in order to provide shade in excellent summer, and

shelter from the winds of bitter winter
(d) for providing excellent shades at summer, and shelter

from bitter winds in summer
64. Standards of reportage in the profession have actually risen

in recent years, with specialists lending credibility for  the
printed word.
(a) with specialists who have lend credibility to the printed

word
(b) with specialist lending credibility to the printed word
(c) by specialist lending credibility in the printed word
(d) as specialists lending credibility to the printed word

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 65 to 68) : Read the following passage and
answer the next four questions.

Shams and delusions are esteemed for soundest truths,
while reality is fabulous. If men would steadily observe realities
only, and not allow themselves to be deluded, life, to compare it
with such things as we know, would be like a fairy tale and the
Arabian Night's entertainments. If we respect only what is
inevitable and has right to be, music and poetry would resound
along the streets. When we are unhurried and wise, we perceive
that only great and worthy things have any permanent and
absolute existence; that petty fears and petty pleasures are but
the shadow of the reality. This is always exhilarating and sublime.
By closing the eyes and slumbering, and consenting to be deceived
by shows, men establish and confirm their daily life of routine and
habit everywhere; which still is built on purely illusory foundations.
Children, who play life, discern its true law and relations more
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clearly than men, who fail to live it worthily but who think that
they are wiser by experience; that is, by failure.

I have read in a Hindu book that there was a King's son
who, being expelled in infancy from his native city, was bought up
by a forester, and, growing up to maturity in that state imagined
himself to belong to the barbarous race with which he lived. One
of his father's ministers, having discovered him, revealed to him
what he was, and the misconception of his character was removed
and he knew himself to be a prince. "So soul," continues the
Hindu philosopher, "from the circumstances in which it is placed,
mistakes its own character, until the truth is revealed to it by some
holy teacher and then it knows itself to be Brahma."

We think that, that is which appears to be. If a man should
give us an account of the realities he beheld, we should not
recognise the place in his description. Look at a meetinghouse, or
a court-house, or a jail, or a shop, or a dwelling house, and say
what that thing really is before a true gaze, and they would all go
to pieces in your accounts of them. Men esteem truth remote, in
the outskirts of the system, behind the farthest star, before Adam
and after the last man.

In eternity there is indeed something true and sublime but
all these times and places and occasions are now and here. God
himself culminates in the present moment, and will never be more
divine in the lapse of all ages. And we are enabled to apprehend
all what is sublime 'and noble only by the perpetual instilling and
drenching of the reality that surrounds us. The universe
constantly and obediently answers to our conceptions; whether
we travel fast or slow, the track is laid for us. Let us spend our
lives in conceiving, then. The poet or the artist never had yet so
fair and noble a design but some of his posterity at least could
accomplish it.
65. The writer's attitude toward the arts is one of :

(a) indifference (b) suspicion
(c) admiration (d) repulsion

66. The author believes that children are often more acute than
adults in their appreciation of life's relations because:
(a) children know more than adults
(b) children can use their experience better
(c) children's eyes are unclouded by failure'
(d) experience is the best teacher

67. The word 'fabulous' in the second line means:
(a) wonderful (b) delicious
(c) birdlike (d) illusion

68. The author is primarily concerned with urging the reader to:
(a) meditate on the meaninglessness of the present
(b) appraise the present for its true value
(c) look to the future for enlightenment
(d) spend more time in leisure activities

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 69 & 70) : In each of the following questions,
a word is given for which a usage is provided. Out of the given
alternatives, choose the one which best expresses the meaning
of the given word.
69. AUTOCHTHONOUS : The Dravidians were the

autochthonous population of India before the arrival of
Aryans.

(a) Original (b) Majority
(c) indigenous (d) important

70. EGREGIOUS : A generation ago, parents would not tolerate
such egregious behaviour, but nowadays they just smile
and say that it’s just a phase, all adolescents go through.
(a) Indolent (b) impertinent
(c) unwanted (d) outrageous

DIRECTIONS (Q. 71 to 73) :  Choose the option which contains
a pair of words related to each other in the same way as the pair
given in capital letters.
71. BACTERIA : ILLNESS : :

(a) Medicine: Germs (b) Calcium: Bones
(c) Knife: Laceration (d) Fire: Explosion

72. POETRY :  PROSE :  :
(a) Stanza : Chapter (b) Art : Fiction
(c) Clause: Sentence (d) Novel: Variation

73. SIP: GULP : :
(a) Soup : Water (b) Tent: Hut
(c) Touch: Push (d) Cup: Glass

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 74 & 75) : In each of these questions, four
words are given marked as A, B, C and D two of these words are
most nearly the same or opposite in meaning. Identify those two
words:
74. (A) Enthralling (B) Respecting

(C) Projecting (D) Alluring
(a) A - B (b) C - D
(c) B - C (d) A - D

75. (A) Swoop (B) perturb
(C) Plump (D) Boil
(a) A - D (b) A - C
(c) B - C (d) B - D

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 76 to 78) : In each of the questions below, only
one statement is grammatically correct. Identify the correct one.
76. (a) The number of people

(b) who own personal computer
(c) are increasing
(d) every year

77. (a) Mahatma Gandhi
(b) and Sarojini Naidu
(c) were contemporaries
(d) of each other

78. (a) Your father
(b) does not know
(c) any more than I do
(d) to tell you how to run your life

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 79 & 80) : Each question has four items.
Select the item that does not belong to the group.
79. (a) abominable (b) tempestuous

(c) abhorrent (d) detestable
80. (a) absolve (b) exonerate

(c) exculpate (d) disburden
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SECTION - III : QUANTITATIVE AND
DATA INTERPRETATION

& SUFFICIENCY)
81. Present ages of Sameer and Anand are in the ratio of 5:4

respectively. Three years hence, the ratio to their ages will
become 11:9 respectively. What is Anand’s present age in
years?
(a) 24 (b) 27
(c) 40 (d) cannot be determined

82. If the sum of two numbers is 42 and their product in 437,
then find the absolute  difference between the numbers.
(a) 4 (b) 7
(c) 9 (d) Cannot be determined

83. Father is aged three times more than his son Ronit. After 8
years, he would be two  and a half times of Ronit’s age. After
further 8 years, how many times would he be of Ronit’s age?

(a) 2 times (b)
12
2

 times

(c)
32
4

(d) 3 times

84. A person spends 
3
1 of the money with him on clothes,

5
1 of  the remaining on food and 

4
1

of the remaining on

travel. Now, he is left with Rs 100. How much did he have
with him in the beginning ?
(a) Rs 200 (b) Rs 250
(c) Rs 300 (d) Rs 450

85. In an examination, a pupil’s average marks were 63 per paper.
If he had obtained 20 more marks for his Geography paper
and 2 more marks for his Histroy paper, his average per
paper would have been 65. How many papers were there in
the examination?
(a) 8 (b) 9
(c) 10 (d) 11

86 John sold a fan at a loss of 7%. If he had sold it for Rs 48
more, he would have gained 5%. Find the cost price of the
fan.
(a) Rs 350 (b) Rs 480
(c) Rs 240 (d) Rs 400

87. Two coal loading machines each working 12 hours per day
for 8 days handles 9,000 tonnes of coal with an efficiency of
90%. While 3 other coal loading machines at an efficiency
of 80% set to handle 12,000 tonnes of coal in 6 days. Find
how many hours per day each should work.
(a) 15 hrs (b) 16 hrs
(c) 18 hrs (d) 20 hrs

88. A vessel is fully filled with a special liquid. Four litres of
liquid is drawn out of this vessel and is replaced with water.
If the ratio of the special liquid to the water becomes 1: 2,
then what is the capacity the vessel ?
(a) 8 litres (b) 10 litres
(c) 6 litres (d) 14 litres

89. The difference between compound interest and simple
interest on a sum for 2 years at 10% per annum, when the
interest is compounded annually is Rs 16. If the interest
were compounded half-yearly, the difference in two interests
would be
(a) Rs 24.81 (b) Rs  26.90
(c) Rs  31.61 (d) Rs  32.40

90. A can do a piece of work in 9 days and B in 18 days. They
begin together, but A goes away 3 days before the work in
finished. The work lasts for
(a) 6 days (b) 8 days
(c) 12 days (d) 10 days

91. The jogging track in a sports complex is 726 metres in
circumference. Pradeep and his wife start from the same
point and walk in opposite directions at 4.5 km/h and
3.75 km/h, respectively. They will meet for the first time in
(a) 5.5 min (b) 6.0 min
(c) 5.28 min (d) 4.9 min

92. Local trains leave from a station at an interval of 15 minutes
at a speed of 16 km/h. A man moving from opposite side
meets the trains at an interval of 12 minutes. Find the speed
of the man.
(a) 4 km/h (b) 3.5 km/h
(c) 4.5 km/h (d) None of these

93. (b a) (c a) (a b) (c b) (b c) (a c)
1 1 1 ?

1 x x 1 x x 1 x x- - - - - -
+ + =

+ + + + + +
(a) 0 (b) 1
(c) xa – b – c (d) None of these

94. If the sides of a right triangle are x, x + 1 and x – 1, then its
hypotenuse is :
(a) 5 (b) 4
(c) 1 (d) 0

95. A circular grassy plot of land, 42 m in diameter, has a path
3.5 m wide running around it outside. The cost of gravelling
the path at Rs. 4 per square metre is
(a) Rs 1002 (b) Rs 3002
(c) Rs 2002 (d) Rs 1802

96. A tent is in the form of a right circular cylinder surmounted
by a cone. The diameter of the cylinder is 24 m. The height
of the cylindrical portion is 11 m while the vertex of the cone
is 16 m above the ground. The area of the canvas required
for the tent is
(a) 1300 m2 (b) 1320 m2

(c) 1310 m2 (d) 1330 m2

97. Out of 13 applicants for a job,  there are 5 women and 8 men.
It is desired to select 2 persons for the job. The probability
that at least one of the selected persons will be a woman is

(a)
25
39

(b)
14
39

(c)
5

13 (d)
10
13

98. A programmer noted the results of attempting to run 20
programs. The results showed that 2 programs ran correctly
in the first attempt, 7 ran correctly in the second attempt, 5
ran correctly in the third attempt, 4 ran correctly in the fourth
attempt and 2 ran correctly in the fifth attempt. What is the
probability that his next programme will run correctly on the
third run ?
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(a)
4
1 (b)

3
1

(c)
6
1 (d)

5
1

99. A man arranges to pay off a debt of Rs 3,600 in 40 annual
instalments which form an AP. When 30 of the instalments
are paid, he dies leaving one-third of the debt unpaid. Find
the value of the first instalment.
(a) 55 (b) 53
(c) 51 (d) 49

100. If the numerator and the denominator of a proper fraction
are increased by the same quantity, then the resulting fraction
is
(a) always greater than the original fraction
(b) always less than the original fraction
(c) always equal to the original fraction
(d) none of these

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 101-104) : These questions are based on
graphs I and II. Graph I represents the performance of three
students for ‘time taken’ in a learning task across five trials,
while Graph II represents ‘errors made’ across them.

240
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m

e 
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1 2 3 4 5
Trials

Graph I

N
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f e
rro

rs
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two

Student two

Student three

Student one

Trials
1 2 3 4 5

Graph II

101. Which student is a better performer on the basis of time
graph ?
(a) Student one (b) Student two
(c) Student three
(d) cannot be derived said from the given information

102. Who is a better performer on the basis of the ‘errors graph’?
(a) Student one (b) Student two
(c) Student three (d) None of these

103. Who is a better performer if improvements in both time as
well as errors is taken into account ?
(a) Student one (b) Student two
(c) Student three (d) None of these

104. Suppose an inverse relationship exists between ‘time and
errors’, i.e. if a student tries to reduce time, then the errors
increase and vice-versa. In which case is this relationship,
the most pronounced ?
(a) Student one (b) Student two
(c) Student three (d) None of these

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 105-106) : Study the given table to answer
these questions that follow:

Engineering 19474 416 24941 476.92
(10.4) (18.6) (11.3) (17.1)

Cotton Textiles 4123 97.42 6057 134.16
(2.2) (4.3) (2.7) (4.8)

Electricity 15308 151.12 16149 171.78
(8.2) (6.7) (7.3) (6.2)

Sugarcane 203 12.75 287 6.18
(0.1) (0.6) (0.1) (0.2)

Paper 1881 46.02 2634 36.51
(1.0) (2.1) (1.2) (1.3)

Copper 953 36.50 2063 39.63
(0.5) (1.6) (0.9) (1.4)

CR Steel 405 13.61 737 20.35
(0.2) (0.6) (0.3) (0.7)

HR Steel 2356 110.49 2952 129.68
(1.3) (4.9) (1.3) (4.6)

Cement 371 14.27 384 14.06
(0.2) (0.6) (0.2) (0.5)

Petroleum 6751 206.45 8208 262.15
(3.6) (9.2) (3.7) (10.1)

Miscellaneous 134616 1138.00 157075 1080.61
(72.3) (50.8) (71.0) (53.1)

Total 186441 2242.63 221487 2772.03
(100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

Industry

1986 1991

No. of 
Sick 

Units

Bank 
O verdues 

(Rs. in crore)

No. of 
Sick 

Units

Bank 
O verdues 

(Rs. in crore)

105. Which of the following industries have shown an increase
in the number of sick units from 1989 to 1991 ?
I. Cotton textiles II. Petroleum
III. Paper
(a) Only I (b) Only II
(c) Only I and II (d) None of these

106. Which sector has shown the maximum percentage increase
in the number of sick units ?
(a) Electricity (b) Engineering
(c) Cotton Textiles (d) None of these
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DIRECTIONS (Qs. 107 to 110) : In the chart given below A, B, C,
D and E represent  the costs of paper, printing, binding,
miscellaneous and the royalty, respectively in publishing a book.

E
15%

D
10%

A
20%

B
25%C

30%

A
B
C
D
E

107. What is the angle of the pie chart showing the expenditure
incurred on royalty ?
(a) 15° (b) 24°
(c) 48° (d) 54°

108. The marked price of the book is 20% more than the CP. If the
marked price of the book  is Rs 30, then what is the cost of
the paper used in a single copy of the book ?
(a) Rs 6 (b) Rs 5
(c) Rs 4.5 (d) Rs 6.50

109. Which two expenditures together will form an angle of 108°
at the  centre of the diagram ?
(a) A and E (b) B and E
(c) A and D (d) D and E

110. If the difference between the two expenditures are represented
by 18 degrees in the diagram, then these expenditures must
be :
(a) B and E (b) A and C
(c) A and D (d) D and E

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 111 to 114) : Refer to the following bar graph
to answer the questions that follow.

Income
Expenses

11
,4

69
,4

44
11

,4
86

,,7
57

13
, 1

20
, 9

58
12

, 8
19

, 7
50

14
, 7

48
, 9

28
14

, 6
26

, 4
92

15
, 8

09
, 7

35
15

, 7
14

, 1
16

17
, 1

18
, 3

39
16

, 9
85

, 5
03

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

17, 313

301, 228
122, 436

95, 619
132, 836

111. In which year was the profit (Income minus Expenses ), the
highest ?
(a) 1998 (b) 1999
(c) 2000 (d) 2001

112. How many years was the profit larger to that in the preceding
years ?
(a) 0 (b) 1
(c) 2 (d) 3

113. Which of the following statements can be inferred from the
bar graph ?
(A) The company made a profit in all the years shown on

the graph.
(B) The company’s profit increased every year  between

1999 to 2001.
(C) The company’s expenses increased every year shown

on the graph.
(a) A only (b) B only
(c) C only (d) All of these

114. How much reduction in the expenses in the year 2000 would
have sustained the same profit  as in the year 1999 ?
(a) Rs 25817 (b) Rs 26817
(c) Rs 28715 (d) Rs 27621

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 115 to 120) : In each of the following five
questions, each question has a conclusion followed by two
statements labelled I and II.
(a) if statement I alone is needed to draw the conclusion.
(b) if statement II alone is needed to draw the conclusion
(c) if both the statements I and II are needed to draw the

conclusion and
(d) if both the statements I and II are not sufficient to draw the

conclusion.
115. Shaving is smoother if some soap is applied with warm water.

I. Brushing the soap to make lather increases the time it
takes to shave.

II. The face also gets a wash as it is shaved.
116. Sometimes a single observation makes us recall innumerable

events which have occurred in the past.
I. Man has the gift of memory.
II. Man is basically a dreamer.

117. Plants can also be sick.
I. Only mammals can be ill.
II. Improper nutrition will create aberrations in a plant’s

growth.
118. He looks dangerous.

I. He has a lean and hungry look.
II. He thinks too much.

119. Spices deteriorate after prolonged boiling.
I. The essential oils in spices easily evaporate.
II. Spices are put in pickles to add to the flavour.

120. The value of 6x – 6y is 216.
I. x – y = 3 II. x = 3y

SECTION - IV :
ANALYTICAL & LOGICAL REASONING

121. In a certain zoo, there are 42 animals in one sector, 34 in the
second sector and 20 in the third sector. Out of this, 24
graze in sector one and also in sector two. 10 graze in sector
two and sector three. 12 graze in sector one and sector
three. These figures also include four animals grazing in all
the three sectors. If all these animals are now transported
to another zoo, then find the total number of animals.
(a) 38 (b) 56
(c) 54 (d) None of these

122. Which of the following diagrams best shows the relation
between anti-social elements, pickpockets and black
marketeers ?

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

123. Thirty-six vehicles are parked in a parking in a single row.
After the first car, there is one scooter. After the second
car, there are two scooters. After the third car, there are
three scooters and so on. Work out the number of scooters
in the second half of the row.
(a) 10 (b) 12
(c) 15 (d) 17

124. If ‘+’ means ‘×’ ; ‘–’ means ‘÷’ ; ‘ ×’ means ‘–’ and ‘÷’ means
‘+’  then  9 + 8 ÷ 8 – 4 × 9 = ?
(a) 26 (b) 17
(c) 65 (d) 11

125. Four figures are given, out of which one does not belong
to the group. Identify the odd one out.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

126. How many cubes are there in the following figure?

(a) 6 (b ) 10
(c) 12 (d) 8

127. The series of diagrams called Problem Figures consists of
figures in a particular sequence. Below the Problem Figures
is given a series of figures called Answer Figures. You have
to pick out the figures from the Answer Figures which
should come at the end of the Problem Figures in the place
with a questions mark. You have to choose the serial number
of the figure as the answer figures which should complete
the given series.
Problem Figures

?

Answer Figures

(a) (b) (c) (d)

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 128 to 130) : The questions below are to
be answered on the basis of the following data.

A team of 3 reporters is to be chosen from amongst two
groups. Group X has as its members M, N, O and P and group
Y has as its members A, B and C. The selected team must have
one member from each group. In addition, O refuses to work,
unless A works.
If M works then B works.
C will not work, if M works.
If O does not work, M will not work.
128. Which of the following teams cannot be selected?

(a) MOA only (b) MBC only
(c) NPC only (d) MOA, MBC and NPC

129. Who else can be there in the team of which A is a member ?
(a) AB (b) ON
(c) OPC (d) NB

130. Which of the following cannot work with M?
(a) N (b) O
(c) C (d) A

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 131 to 133) :  A goldsmith has five gold
rings, each having a different weight. They are labelled as D,
E, F, G and H. Their peculiarities are given in the following
five statements.
Statement 1 : Ring D weighs twice as much as ring E.
Statement 2 : Ring E weighs four and a half times as much as

ring F.
Statement 3 : Ring F weighs half as much as ring G.
Statement 4 : Ring G weighs half as much as ring H.
Statement 5 : Ring H weighs less than ring D but more than

ring F.
131. If these rings are sold according to their weights, which

ring will fetch the highest value in rupees?
(a) D (b) G
(c) F (d) H

132. Ring H is heavier to which of the following two rings ?
(a) G and E (b) G and F
(c) D and F (d) D and E

133. Which of the following is the lightest in weight?
(a) D (b) E
(c) F (d) G

DIRECTIONS (Qs. 134 & 135) : In each of these questions a
number set is given. Find the set from amongst the given
alternatives which is most similar to the given set.
134. (6, 15, 28)

(a) (46, 56, 66) (b) (50, 59, 71)
(c) (60, 69, 72) (d) (60, 69, 82)

135. (81, 77, 69)
(a) (64, 61, 53) (b) (56, 52, 44)
(c) (92, 88, 79) (d) (75, 71, 60)
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DIRECTIONS (Qs. 136-140) : Study the following information
to answer the given questions. A word arrangement machine,
when given an input line of words, rearranges them following a
particular rule in each step. The following is an illustration of
input and the steps of rearrangement.

Input : Go for to Though By easy To Access at.
Step I : Access Go for to Though By easy To at.
Step II : Access at Go for to Though By easy To.
Step III : Access at By Go for to Though easy To.
Step IV : Access at By easy Go for to Though To.
Step V : Access at By easy for Go to Though To.
Step VI : Access at By easy for Go Though to To.
Step VII : Access at By easy for Go Though To to.

(and  step  VII  is  the  last  step  for  this  input.  As  per  the  rules
followed in the above steps, find out in the given questions the
appropriate step for the given input.)
136. Input : ‘Together over series on feast the so.’

Which of the following steps will be the last but one?
(a) II (b) III (c) IV (d) V

137. Input : ‘every and peer to an for.’
Which of the following steps would be ‘an and every for
peer to’?
(a) II (b) IV (c) V (d) III

138. The step II of an input is as follows :
‘and Do pet to on that.’
Which of the following would definitely be the input?
(a) Do and pet to on that, (b) Do pet to and that on
(c) Do on pet to and that, (d) Cannot be determined.

139. Input : ‘Over Go For though at one.’
Which step number will be the last step of the above input?
(a) III (b) VI (c) IV (d) VII

140. Input : ‘story for around on was He at.’
Which of the following will be the IVth step?
(a) around at He for storyu on was.
(b) around at for He story on was.
(c) around at for He on story was.
(d) around at for he on was story.

141. The diagram below is a ‘magic square’ in which all rows and
columns and both diagonals add up to 34. Find xy

1 8 13 12
14
4 x 16 y

15

(a) 77 (b) 60 (c) 45 (d) 63
DIRECTIONS (Q. 142) : Following question is based on the
given information.
142. In order to qualify in an examination having 6 subjects, a

student has to get at least 50% and above marks separately
in any 4 subjects and 35% and above in each of the 6
subjects.
If a total of 25% candidates have qualified in the examination,
then which of the following is definitely true?
(a) 50% of the students got 50% and above in 4 subjects

but only half of them could get 35% and above in all
the subjects.

(b) 75% ‘of the students could not get at least 35% marks
in all the 6 subjects taken together.

(c) 25% of the students have secured 50% and above in
all the 6 subjects.

(d) At least 25% of the students could get at least 35%
and above marks in each of the subjects.

DIRECTIONS (Qs.  143 & 144) : In each of the questions below,
there is a statment followed by three conclusions. State whether
the conclusions are implicit in the given statement.
143. The classic My Fair Lady was based on the play Pygmalion

by G.B. Shaw.
(I) My Fair Lady was the screen adaptation of the play.
(II) G.B. Shaw was a playwright.
(III) My fair Lady tells the story of Liza Doolittle and Henry

Higgins.
(a) Only I is implicit. (b) Only II is implicit.
(c) I and III are implicit.(d) None is implicit.

144. The Unit Trust of India (UTI) informed SEBI that it would
now have to cut the interest rates in its assured return
monthly income plans.
(I) Assured return is a contradiction as far as UTI is

concerned.
(II) Investors would feel cheated if that happens.
(III) SEBI is a regulatory body.
(a) Only I is implicit.
(b) Only II is implicit.
(c) I and III are implicit.
(d) None is implicit.

145. A watch reads 4:30 O’clock. If minute hand points towards
the East, in which direction does the hour hand point ?
(a) North-East (b) South-East
(c) North-West (d) North

146. Ram walks 10 m south from his house, turns left and walks
25 m, again turns left and walks 40 m, then turns right and
walks 5 m to reach to the school. In which direction the
school is from his house ?
(a) South-west (b) North-east
(c) East (d) North

147. If only the consonants in the word MEAT are changed in
such a way that each of them becomes the next letter in the
English alphabet and the remaning letters are kept unchanged,
then how many meaningful words can be formed with the
new set of letters using each letter only once in a word ?
(a) None (b) Two
(c) Three (d) One

148. Malay Pratap is on 13th position from the starting and on
17th position from the end in his class. He is on 8th position
from the starting and on 13th position from the end among
the students who passed. How many students failed?
(a) 7 (b) 8
(c) 9 (d) Cannot be determined

149. Four alternatives are given, out of which three are alike in a
certain way while one is different. Choose the odd one.
(a) ABDGK (b) CDFIM
(c) BCEHL (d) EFGIK

150. A $ B means B is father of A;
A#B means B is mother of  A;
A* B means B is sister of  A and
A @ B means B is husband of A; then which of the following
indicates the relationship ‘N is grandmother of P’?
(a) P*Q#M$N (b) P@Q$M#N
(c) P#Q$N*M (d) None of these
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41. (d) In the third paragraph the author gives the basic issues
regarding disinvestment. Refer to this line “whole needs
to be reviewed are some basic issues,....” All the given
options are mentioned as the basic issues regarding
disinvestment. So, (d) will be the right answer.

42. (d) For this question the relevant portion is the first
paragraph in the third sentence of the first paragraph
the author mentions “It is the result of a confluence of
several factors......’ he states many factors due to which
he  says  that  public  sector  is  new  believed  to  be  a
resource water. Since all the given options are the
factors mentioned by the author, the right answer will
be (d).

43. (b) In the second paragraph, the author mentions that this
process of liberalisation shifted to privatisation.
Restructuring of the PSUs meant by the process of
liberalisation as can be inferred from the first two lines
of the second paragraph.

44. (b) On a shaky ground in (G) clearly means shaky foundation
(B).
On what grounds in E means on what reasons (C).
A through grounding in F means a formal training or
instruction (D). The philosophical ground in H means
a basis for belief (A).

45. (b) Mixing the herbs in (G) means to combine the herbs
into one mass (A). Unable to mix with the crowd (E)
means associating (B).
The mix in (F) means a product of mixing (D).
Rather mixed up in (H) means confused (C).

MOCK TEST - 1

1 (c) 21 (b) 41 (d) 61 (d) 81 (a) 101 (b) 121 (c) 141 (c)
2 (a) 22 (d) 42 (d) 62 (c) 82 (a) 102 (a) 122 (a) 142 (d)
3 (c) 23 (a) 43 (b) 63 (a) 83 (a) 103 (a) 123 (c) 143 (b)
4 (a) 24 (b) 44 (b) 64 (b) 84 (b) 104 (b) 124 (c) 144 (d)
5 (b) 25 (b) 45 (b) 65 (c) 85 (d) 105 (d) 125 (c) 145 (a)
6 (b) 26 (b) 46 (c) 66 (c) 86 (d) 106 (c) 126 (b) 146 (b)
7 (b) 27 (b) 47 (c) 67 (a) 87 (b) 107 (d) 127 (d) 147 (a)
8 (c) 28 (c) 48 (b) 68 (b) 88 (c) 108 (b) 128 (b) 148 (c)
9 (a) 29 (a) 49 (a) 69 (c) 89 (a) 109 (c) 129 (b) 149 (d)
10 (b) 30 (b) 50 (c) 70 (d) 90 (b) 110 (d) 130 (c) 150 (d) 
11 (d) 31 (a) 51 (a) 71 (d) 91 (c) 111 (a) 131 (a) 
12 (c) 32 (d) 52 (b) 72 (a) 92 (a) 112 (c) 132 (b) 
13 (b) 33 (c) 53 (b) 73 (c) 93 (b) 113 (c) 133 (c) 
14 (a) 34 (c) 54 (b) 74 (d) 94 (a) 114 (b) 134 (d)
15 (d) 35 (b) 55 (b) 75 (b) 95 (c) 115 (d) 135 (b)
16 (d) 36 (b) 56 (c) 76 (c) 96 (b) 116 (a) 136 (c)
17 (b) 37 (b) 57 (a) 77 (d) 97 (c) 117 (b) 137 (d)
18 (a) 38 (d) 58 (c) 78 (c) 98 (a) 118 (d) 138 (d)
19 (c) 39 (b) 59 (c) 79 (b) 99 (c) 119 (a) 139 (c)
20 (d) 40 (a) 60 (d) 80 (d) 100 (a) 120 (d) 140 (b)

ANSWER KEY

47. (c) Depleted means reduced while damaged and destroyed
would mean finished completely.

48. (b) Since there is a neither in the sentence submitting to
cannot be the right answer as it will oppose the meaning
of the sentence, railing means to utter angry
reproaches, while conspiring is to plan against
someone, one cannot conspire with fate, dissenting
means to have a different opinion. Thus, railing against
fate fits best in the meaning of the sentence.

49. (a) Mandatory means compulsory, pertinent means
relevant and sagacious is showing wisdom, while
constructive means useful and positive.

50. (c) is the right answer. This is an inference questions. The
main theme of the passage is the image of woman as
portrayed in the advertising world. The given line is
very important to the central idea of the passage and
its meaning can also be found in relation to it. Options
(a), (b) and (d) have no connection with the theme or
the given line. In the question, (c) is nearest to the
opinions of the author in making this statement.

51. (a) is the right answer. Option (a) is obviously incorrect. It
is not suggested anywhere in the passage least through
the phrase gynolatry of one civilization’. Though
‘gynolatry’ means worship of women, it is in the
advertising world. The paragraph suggests clearly that
this does not means women have real power. (b), (c)
and (d) options are correct statements and are
suggested clearly in the passage.

HINTS & SOLUTIONS
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52. (b) is the right answer. For this we should refer to the lines
“Her dominions must not be thought ... reveal the
inhuman triumph of cosmetics, lighting, focusing and
printing.” Option (a) and (c) can be easily eliminated
because they are untrue. According to the passage,
between (b) and (d), both of which are correct, (b) is a
more appropriate answer because it expresses the
opinion of author in a better way. The mood and tone
of the passage is better described by option (b) than
(d). Thus,  (b) is the appropriate answer.

53. (b) is the right answer. This question can be answered in
relation to the main theme of the passage. Main theme
of the passage is the role of women in the advertising
world. So, (b) will be the right answer option (a), (c)
and (d) are simply incorrect and no such idea or intent
is there in the passage.

54. (b) The sentence gives a condition, so the principle clause
will use ‘would’ not ‘will’.

55. (b) Since there is a comparison between two, a comparative
degree verb must be used.

56. (c) Since the numbers are more than two, neither cannot
be used, either is positive so will oppose the meaning
of the sentence and ‘no one’ is used for persons not
things.

57. (a) R will be the first part since it contains the subject, Q
cannot preceed P as in (c) because Q describes what is
in P, so Q will follow P and S.

58. (c) Q contains the subject ‘the child’ and is thus the first
part. P will follow Q because it is a passive sentence
and the verb will be followed by the doer.

59. (c) If read carefully, the context of the passage will explain
that an employee’s top should be enlisted but what
management does is ask him to wash dishes for a while
and then wash silverware, i.e., there is only rotation of
assignments of similar run rather than attempt to give
employee an opportunity for growth.

60. (d) Job enrichment leads to motivation according to the
passage  and  by  job  enrichment  one  can  only  mean
making the jobs more meaningful.

61. (d) ‘Green lighting is the breading of job changes and
conception generalities. Thus will take time to affect
job changes.

62. (c) A is followed by B as it in B refers to the magnificent
animal in A. This is followed by C, D, E and F.

63. (a) The errors in the underlined part of the sentence are ‘at
summers’ which should be ‘in summer’; ‘during winter’
should be ‘in winter’, keeping the system an both parts
same. Also the use of the infinitive, i.e., to + verb form
is more appropriate in this sentence – ‘to provide’ in
place of ‘for providing’.

64. (b) ‘lending’ is done ‘to’ and not ‘for’, so lending credibility
to.

65. (c) This question is about author’s opinion. The question
is Inference type question. There is no direct allusion
to author’s opinion of the Arts. But if one refers to the
lines “life would be like a fairy tale and the Arabian
Night’s entertainments” and “ musical poetry will
resound along the streets”. These allusions to arts are

made in a very positive way. Author is using the
mentions of the arts as a metaphor or analogy for happy
or lucky times. Thus, author’s attitude towards the arts
in the given passage is very positive. Therefore, of the
given options (a), (c), & (d) will be eliminated because
they are negative terms. The right answer will be (b)

66. (c) This question again is about author’s opinion but this
is directly picked from the passage. So this question
can be approached as a factual question the relevant
line from the passage is “Children, who play life, discern
its true law and relations more clearly than men, who
fail to live it worthily but who think that they are wiser
by experience that is by failure”
(a) Although the author believes that children know
more than adults but for the question asked this is not
the right answer because the question itself includes
the belief that children know more about life’s relations
than adult, so, this cannot be the answer.
(b) This is untrue because children don’t have
experience like that of the adults, so, this cannot be the
right season.
(c) This is the right answer. The relevant sentence
suggests that children appreciate life more than men
because men cannot live it worthily because of their
experience of failure which children do not have. This
means that children appreciate life more because they
have no previous experience of failure.
(d) This is not the suggested reason for the question
in the passage. The passage infect suggests the
opposite.

67. (a) The word fabulous means ‘wonderful’
68. (b) This question deals with the main attitudes of author

in the given passage. Each statement will have to be
checked through Inference technique
(a) This is not true, nowhere in the passage does the
author call the present meaningless not does the
passage urges the reader to mediate on it.
(b) This is the right answer. Refer to the second line of
the fourth paragraph “all these time and places are now
and here. God himself culminates in the present
moment”. This line suggests that the author wants the
reader to appear the present moment, and if we refer to
the second line of the first paragraph” if men would
steadily observe realities only”, it is suggested that
the author is addressing the reader to appreciate only
the true value, what is real, in the present and not
delusion.
(c) This is untrue, nowhere in the passage is there any
suggestion of looking for the future for enlargement,
the author emphasises the present moment rather than
future.
(d) This is not all suggested in the paragraph, on the
other hand the opposite is the view held by the author
as is clear from these lines is the first paragraph. “By
closing their eyes and slumbering, and consenting to
be deceived by slows, ...... ill-using foundations”. This
line clearly suggests that author is against laziness or
spending time in slumbering or leisure activities.
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71. (d) Relation - Cause - effect;
Bacteria causes illness, as fire causes explosion,
laceration means tearing of flesh and it may be caused
by a knife, but that is only an accidental effect and not
a permanent cause.

72. (a) Relation - different kinds of writing forms; stanza and
chapter are also different kinds of styles of composition
different from each other, clause is a part of a sentence
and some art can be fiction.

73. (c) Relation - degree of intensity; just as gulp is higher in
degree of intensity to sip, push is higher in degree of
intensity to touch.

74. (d) Enthralling (To hold spellbound; captivate) and alluring
(very attractive or tempting; enticing; seductive) are
synonyms.

75. (b) Swoop (to come down upon something in a sudden,
swift attack) and perturb (to disturb or disquiet greatly
in mind; agitate) are synonyms.

76. (c) The subject is the ‘number’ of people which is singular,
so the auxiliary verb will also be singular, i.e., is.

77. (d) ‘were contemporaries’ in itself completes the sentence,
of each other must be used then it would be of the form
‘were contemporaries to each other’

78. (c) It should be ‘any more than I’ because it is  followed by
a ‘to + verb’ form, if we include the ‘do’ then there will
be duplication of verb.

79. (b) tempestuous - resembling or pertaining  to a violent
storm. Other words are related to ‘hateful’.

80. (d) disburden - to get rid of a burden; unload. Other
words are related to ‘acquital from blame, crime etc’.

81. (a) Let the present ages of Sameer and Anand be 5x years
and 4x years respectively.

Then 5x 3 11 9(5x 3) 11(4x 3) x 6
4x 3 9

+
= Þ + = + Þ =

+
\  Anand’s present age = 4x =24 years.

82. (a) Let the numbers be x and y. Then, x + y = 42 and
xy = 437.

2 2x y (x y) 4xy (42) 4 437- = + - = - ´

 1764 1748 16 4.= - = =
\  Required difference = 4.

83. (a) Let Ronit’s present age be x years. Then father’s
present age = (x + 3x) years = 4x years.

5and 4x 8 (x 8) 8x 16 5x 40
2

+ = + Þ + = +

3x 24 x 8.Þ = Þ =

Hence, required ratio (4x 16) 48 2.
(x 16) 24

+
= = =

+

84. (b) Let the person has Rs x with him.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1x 1 x 1 1 x 100 x
3 5 3 4 3 5 3

é ùæ ö æ ö+ - + - - - + =ç ÷ ç ÷ê ú
è ø è øë û

Then, x100x
15
8

4
1x

3
2

5
1x

3
1

=+´+´+

or x100
60
x8

15
x2

3
x

=+++   or   x100
60

x36
=+

or  100
60

x24
=   or   6000x Rs 250

24
= =

85. (d) Let the number of papers be x.
Then, 63x + 20 + 2 = 65x  or  2x = 22  or  x = 11.

86. (d) Let C.P. = Rs x. Then,

S.P. 
(100 7) 93x x

100 100
-

= ´ =

Also, 
93 100x 48 x

100 (100 5)
æ ö+ =ç ÷ +è ø

Þ 93x + 4800 = 105x
Þ 12x = 4800 Þ x = Rs 400

87. (b) More machines, less hours    (Indirect Proportion)
Less days, more hours        (Indirect Proportion)
More amount of coal, more hours

          (Direct Proportion)
Less efficiency, more hours     (Indirect Proportion)

Machine 3 : 2
Days 6 : 8

::12 : x
Amount of coal 9,000 : 12,000

Efficiency 0.8 : 0.9

ü
ï
ï
ý
ï
ï\ þ

Þ 3 × 6 × 9,000 × 0.8 × x = 2 × 8 × 12,000 × 0.9× 12
Þ x = 16 hrs

88. (c) Let capacity of the vessel be x litres.

Therefore, 
2
1

4
4x
=

-

\ x = 6
89. (a) For first year, S.I. = C.I.

Now, Rs 10 is S.I. on Rs 100.

100Rs. 16 is S.I. on Rs. 16 Rs.160.
10

æ ö\ ´ =ç ÷
è ø

So, S.I. on principal for 1 year at 10% is Rs 160

100 160Principal = Rs. Rs.1600.
10 1
´æ ö\ =ç ÷´è ø

Amount for 2 years compounded half yearly

= 
45Rs. 1600 1 Rs.1944.81.

100

é ùæ ö´ + =ê úç ÷
è øê úë û

\   C.I. = Rs (1944.81 – 1600) = Rs 24.81.

S.I. = 1600 10 2Rs. Rs. 320.
100
´ ´æ ö =ç ÷

è ø
\   (C.I.) – (S.I.) = Rs (344.81 – 320) = Rs 24.81.

90. (b) Let work will be completed in x days. Then,
work done by  A in (x – 3) days + work done by B in

                           x days = 1
x 3 x 1

9 18
-

+ =  3x 24 x 8daysÞ = Þ = .
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91. (c) Let the husband and the wife meet after x minutes.
4500 metres are covered by Pradeep in 60 minutes.

In x minutes, he will cover x
60

4500  metres.

Similarily,

In x minutes, his wife will cover x
60

3750  m.

Now, 726x
60

3750x
60

4500
=+

Þ  min28.5
8250

60726x =
´

=

92. (a) Let the speed of man = S km/h. Then,
Distance covered in 15 min = Distance covered in
12 min

15 1216 [16 S]
60 60

´ = +

Þ 16 + S = 20 Þ S = 4 km/h
93. (b) Given exp.

b c a c b a

a a b b c c

1 1 1

x x x x x x1 1 1
x x x x x x

= + +
æ ö æ ö æ ö
+ + + + + +ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ç ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷

è ø è ø è ø

a b c

a b c
(x x x ) 1
(x x x )

+ +
= =

+ +
94. (a) Clearly (x – 1) will be the hypotenuse of the right D.

[x >  0]
Now, (x + 1)2 = x2 + (x – 1)2

or x2 + 2x + 1 = x2  + x2 – 2x + 1
or x2 – 4x = 0 or x (x – 4) = 0 or x = 4
The side of a triangle cannot be equal to zero.
There fore, x =4
\  Hypotenuse = (4 + 1) = 5

95. (c)

21m

21+ 3.5 m

The path is the shaded area in the diagram.
The cost of gravelling the path

= area × cost 2 2[ (24.5) (21) ] 4 Rs 2002.= p - p ´ =

Alternative method : We can check for divisibility by
11 in the given options (since in finding out the area of
the path we use p).

96. (b)

Area of the canvas required for the tent

= 2 212 12 5 2 12 11p ´ ´ + + p ´ ´
= 12 13 24 11p ´ ´ + p ´ ´
= 156 p  + 264 p = 420 p

= 420 × 
22
7

 = 1320 sq. m.

97. (c) The probability that atleast one of the selected person

will be a woman 5 8 5 4 60 5
13 12 13 12 156 13

= ´ + ´ = =

98. (a) Total number of attempts = 20
Favourable no. of attempts = 5
Required probability (running the program correctly in

the third run) 
4
1

20
5

==

99. (c) Sum of 40 instalments  = S40 = 3600 = 20 (2a + 39d)
or  2a + 39d = 180 ...(i)
Sum of 30 instalments  = S30 = 2400 = 15 (2a + 29d)
or  2a + 29d = 160 ...(ii)
From (i) and (ii), we get    a = 51 and d = 2
\ The value of first instalment = Rs 51

100. (a) Let us take a proper fraction, such as 
2
1 .

Now, the fraction = 
4
3

22
21
=

+
+

Thus, 
2
1

4
3
>

101. (b) Total time taken by the student two in all the 5 trials is
less, hence he is a better performer.

102. (a) Errors made by the student one in all the trials is less,
hence he is a better performer on the basis of error
graphs

103. (a) Student one is a better performer if both times as well
as errors is taken in to account.

104. (b) Inverse relationship between time and errors is most
pronouced in case of performance of the student two.

105. (d) All the three have thrown an increase in the number of
sick units.
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106. (c) % increase in number of sick units.
Industry % increase

Electricity %49.5100
308,15

308,15–149,16
=´

Engineering 100
474,19

474,19–941,24
´  = 28.06%

Cotton textiles ` %90.46100
123,4

123,4–057,6
=´

Clearly cotton-texties was the maximum increase %
107. (d) % of royalty = 15%

Angle made by royalty = 
15 360 54

100
´ ° = °

108. (b) Marked price = 1.2 × cost price

Þ  Cost price = 
30 Rs 25
1.2

=

Þ  Cost of paper = 25 × 20% =  Rs 5
109. (c) We have, 360° = 100%

Þ  %30108
360
100108 =´=°  Þ  (A + D) = 30%

110. (d)
1818 100 5%
360

° = ´ =

Required expenditures are C and B or D and E.
111. (a) Year 1998 recorded the highest profit of Rs 301228/
112. (c) Year 1998 and 2001 recorded the largest profit as

compared to the previous years.
113. (c) Clearly, company’s expenses increased every year

shown on the graph.
114. (b) Profit in the year 2000 = Rs 95,619

Profit in the year 1999 = Rs 1,22,436
To sustain the same profit as in the year 1999 expresses
in the year 2000 should be reduced by the difference in
the profit of the two years i.e. 1,22,436 – 95619 =
Rs 26,817.

115. (d) None of the statements explain the phenomenion with
warm water.

116. (a) The fact that the man has the gift of memory enables
him to recall the events.

117. (b) Improper nutrition can lead to aberrations in a plant’s
growth.

118. (d) The fact that one has a lean and hungry look or one
thinks too much does not imply that are look
‘dangerous’.

119. (a) II is ‘extra’. Only I leads to the given conclusion alone.
120. (d) Solving the equation in both the statements we get

2
9x =  and 

2
3y = . Using these values of x and y, we

do not get 21666 yx =- .

121. (c) From the venn diagram, it follows:

III II

I10

20

4
2 6

4
8

n(sector I) = 42, n(sector II) = 34,
n(sector III) = 20
n(I Ç II) = 24, n(II Ç III) = 10,
n(I Ç III) = 12, n(I Ç II Ç III) = 4
Now using the formula,
we get n (I È II È III)
= 42 + 34 + 20 – 24 – 10 – 12 + 4 = 54.

122. (a) Both pickpockets and black marketeers are anti-social
elements.

123. (c) The arrangement in the parking
C + S + C + 2S + C + 3S + C + 4S + C + 5S + C +
6S + C + 7S + C = 36 vehicles
Q  in the second half of the row = 18 vehicles
\  C + 7S + C + 6S + 2S = 18 vehicles
Hence,  no.  of  scooters= 7  +  6  +  2  =  15

124. (c) 9 × 8 + 8 ÷ 4 – 9 = 65
125. (c) (a), (b), (d) are concave while (c) is convex.
126. (b) There are 10 cubes.
127. (d) There are four line segments in the odd numbered

figures.
128. (b) Checking with the options,

For,   (a)  MOA :  This  can  be  one  of  the  groups  as
it is given that M will not work if O does not work.
For (b) MBC : It  cannot be one of the groups as it
is  given  that  C  will  not  work  if  M  works.  Also  O
refuses to work unless A works.
Hence, the correct option is (b).
(d) Cannot be a correct option on it has MOA as one
of the groups which is not a possibility.

129. (b) If A is a member of a group, O also works, Hence,
ON can be their in the team.

130. (c) It is given clearly that C will not work, if M works.
131. (a) As ling D is the heaviest, it will fetch the highest

value.
132. (b) Clearly, H is heavier than G and F.
133. (c) Ring F is the lightest.
134. (d) 15 – 6 = 9 = Difference between the second and the

first number.
and 28 – 15 = 13 = Difference between the third and
the second number.
Checking with the options, we find that (60, 69, 82) is
the required triplet.

135. (b) 81 – 77 = 4 = Difference between the first and the
second number
and 77 – 69 = 8 = Diff. between the second and the
third number.
Hence, the required triplet is (56, 52, 44)
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136. (c) Words have been arranged in alphabetical order giving
preference to the word starting with capital letter.
Therefore, for the given input, we have the following
arrangement :
Step I : feast Together over series on the so.
Step II : feast on Together over series the so.
Step III : feast on over Together series the so.
Step IV : feast on over series Together the so.
Step V : feast on over series so Together the.
Here, step V is the last step, hence step IV will be last

but one step.
137. (d) Usding the above rule we observe that ‘an and every

for peer to’ will be the III and last step for the given
input.

138. (d) For the given step we cannot definitely find out the
input because the position of the words in input
cannot be determined.

139. (c) For the given input we have the following steps of
arrangements :
Step I : at Over Go For though one.
Step II : at For Over Go though one.
Step III : at For Go Over though one.
Step IV : at For Go one Over though.

140. (b) The step IV for the given input will be ‘around at for
He story on was’.

141. (c) 1 8 13 12
14 11 2 7
4 5 16 9

15 10 3 6

142. (d) Since 25% candidates have qualified that means atleast
those must have fulfilled one of the criteria of having
secured 35% and above in each of the subjects.

143. (b) Nothing as such is assumed that My Fair Lady is a
screen adaptation or not. Therefore, I is not implicit.
The classic My Fair body was based on the play
Pygmolian by G.B. Shaw. It surely implies that G.B.
Shaw was a playwright.

144. (d) The fact that UTI informed SEBI about its intention to
cut the interest rates in its assured return monthly
income plans does not mean that UTI cannot give an
assured return.

145. (a) Clearly the direction of the hour’s hand is North-east.

1 
2 3 4 

5 
6 12

H

M
    

W

N

E

S
146. (b) Clearly the school is in north-east

40 

25 

School

10 

Ram’s house

W

N

E

S

147. (a) M and T are two consonants in the word MEAT. N
comes after M and U comes after T. Hence, the letters
are N, E, A and U.

148. (c) Total boys
= [Malay’s place from starting +

Malay’s place from end] –1
= [13 + 17] – 1 = 29
Number of passed students
= [Malay’s place from starting +

Malay’s place from end] –1
= [8 + 13] – 1= 20
\     Number of failed students = 29 – 20 = 9

149. (d) In all the rest terms, between two consecutive letters
0, 1, 2, and 3 letters are missing respectively.

150. (d) N is mother of say M, M is husband of Q, Q is mother
of P Þ N is grandmother of P. i.e. P # Q @ M # N.
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